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The Wrong Way to Avoid “ Trust Fund Kids”
And Other Lessons from
Philip Seymour Hoffman’s
Will
According to media reports, the late
actor Philip Seymour Hoffman didn’t
leave any money to his three children
directly because he feared they would
become “ Trust Fund Kids” . While his
concerns were understandable—many
people worry about giving their children too much money too soon—there
are a number of estate planning strategies that he could have used to better
provide for his family after his death.
Hoffman died in February 2014, leaving an estimated $35 million estate to
his long-time companion, Marianne
O’Donnell.
Jason Smolen
suggests that Hoffman’s estate may
face a large and unnecessary estate tax
bill because the actor and O’Donnell
weren’t married.
His estate may be
hit with both federal Jason Smolen
and New York state
estate taxes, which could total $14 million dollars. Had they tied the knot, the
money would have passed tax free
from Hoffman to O’Donnell.
As for the “ Trust Fund Kids” concern, Smolen certainly understands the
issue. “ Earning and spending money
are two different activities,” says

Smolen. “ If your children haven’t engaged in the first, they may not manage
the second well.” A possible solution
is to work with an estate planning attorney to set up a revocable living trust
crafted to provide your children with a
secure future without creating a disinContinued on page four.

Accolades for SmolenPlevy
Alan Plevy, Daniel Ruttenberg and
Kyung (Kathryn) Dickerson have been
selected to the 2014 Virginia Super
Lawyers list. This honor is awarded to
no more than five percent of attorneys,
representing more than 70 practice areas. Dickerson was also named one of
the Top 100 Super Lawyers and Top
50 Women Super Lawyers in the 2014
edition of Virginia and West Virginia
Super Lawyers.
Jason Smolen and Daniel Ruttenberg will be honored at the 2014 Power
Players Awards, presented by
SmartCEO Magazine, this September.
Every year, SmartCEO recognizes the
region’s most enterprising attorneys,
bankers and accountants for their leadership, accomplishment, innovation
and success. In 2013, Kyung (Kathryn)
Dickerson was named Attorney Power
Player of the Year for Divorce, Domestic Relations, and Child Custody
and Adoptions.

Alan Plevy and Daniel Ruttenberg
have been selected to the 2015 “ Best
Lawyers in America” list. The Best
Lawyers in America is the oldest peerreviewed publication in the legal profession. It recognizes attorneys in 128
practice areas from all 50 states and the
District of Columbia. Plevy and Ruttenberg were selected for this honor by
other lawyers throughout the United
States in the categories of family law,
and trusts and estates, respectively.
Lastly, SmolenPlevy associate
Joshua Isaacs will be honored at the
2014 Golden Gavel Awards, presented
by the Fairfax Law Foundation, on October 1. Isaacs is the recipient of the
Emerging Leader Volunteer Golden
Gavel for his service with the Fairfax
Law Foundation’s Run for Justice 5K
and the Fairfax Bar Association’s
Young Lawyers Section.
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Age Discrimination in Employment
The combined effects of an aging
population and a sluggish economy
have led to an increase in lawsuits alleging age bias in the workplace. The
Age Discrimination in Employment
Act (ADEA) prohibits age discrimination in the employment of persons who
are at least 40 years old. The ADEA
covers most private employers of 20 or
more persons. It forbids age discrimination in advertising for employment,
hiring, compensation, discharges, and
other terms or conditions of employment. Retaliation against a person who
opposes a practice made unlawful by
the ADEA or who participates in a
proceeding brought under the ADEA
is a separate violation.
The ADEA takes into account that
sometimes there is a correlation between age and the ability to fulfill the
requirements of a job, and that even
older workers must comply with employers’ rules and requirements that
have nothing to do with age. An employer does not violate the ADEA if it
takes an otherwise prohibited action
where age is a “ bona fide occupational
qualification” necessary to the operation of a particular business. Nor is it a
violation to differentiate among employees based on reasonable factors
other than age or to fire or discipline an
employee for good cause.
Before suing in court, an aggrieved
person first must allege unlawful discrimination in a charge filed with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and then wait 60 days
to allow the EEOC an opportunity to
resolve the dispute informally before
taking further legal action. Court remedies include injunctions (court orders
stopping a discriminatory practice),
compelled employment, promotions,
reinstatement with back pay and lost
benefits, and an award for attorney’s
fees and costs of bringing the suit. If a
court finds that an employer’s violation of the ADEA was willful, it may
also award liquidated damages equal
to the out-of-pocket monetary losses of
the plaintiff.

It is not essential to an ADEA lawsuit that there be a “ smoking gun” in
the plaintiff’s favor in the form of derogatory age-based comments about
older employees. In fact, remarks of
that kind will not support liability if
they have no connection to the challenged employment decision. In a recent lawsuit brought by an on-air television reporter who was fired, a boss’s
comment that “ old people should die”
was an insignificant stray remark because it was made about the boss’s own
father. On the other hand, it was very
helpful to the plaintiff’s case that the
same boss had stated repeatedly that
she wanted to “ go with a younger
look” and she did not like having an
older man appearing on the news.

Employers sometimes select older
workers to be terminated as a moneysaving measure, given their generally
higher compensation and perhaps their
being close to vested retirement benefits. There is no ADEA violation in a
decision that treats employees differently because of something other than
age, such as money. An employer will
not be liable under the ADEA for terminating an employee solely to prevent his
pension benefits from vesting. (That
conduct might very well violate ERISA,
however.) Such a scenario is distinguishable from situations in which employers face ADEA liability because
they have made decisions based on the
stereotype that productivity and competence always decline with old age.

Freelancers’ Articles Are Not Free
The U.S. Supreme Court has given
a victory to freelance authors of newspaper and magazine articles, and a defeat to some major publishers of their
work. The publishers hired the authors
as independent contractors who would
contribute articles to what is known in
copyright law as a “ collective work,”
that is, a newspaper or magazine. Under federal copyright law, the publishers were the owners of the copyright in
the collective work, giving them the
right to reproduce and distribute the
contributions as part of the collective
work or any revision of that work. The
writers themselves, however, retained
the rights to their individual articles.
The dispute arose when the publishers, without obtaining the authors’ permission or agreeing to provide extra
compensation to them, licensed the
rights to copy and sell articles to a computerized database of periodicals and to
the producer of CD-ROM products.
When the authors claimed an infringe-

ment of their copyrights in their articles,
the publishers defended by arguing that
making the articles available online or
in a CD-ROM form constituted simply
a “ revision” of the collective work that
was within the copyright of the collective work held by the publishers.
The Supreme Court sided with the
writers. The newly created databases
no longer presented and distributed the
articles as part of the collective work
in which they first appeared, or as part
of a revision of that work. Instead, the
articles stood alone and out of their
original context. Each article had become merely a minuscule part of an
ever-expanding database. As the Court
put it, “ The database no more constitutes a ‘revision’ of each constituent
edition than a 400-page novel quoting
a sonnet in passing would represent a
‘revision’ of that poem[.]” Therefore,
the electronic reproduction of the
authors’ works could not be allowed
without their permission.

The Marital Deduction: A Valuable Estate Planning Tool
The federal estate tax marital deduction is one of the most important
estate planning tools available to a
married couple. The basic marital deduction rule is that, upon the death of
the first spouse, the value of any interest in property passing to the surviving
spouse is deducted from the decedent
spouse’s gross estate. This means that
the amount passing to the surviving
spouse escapes taxation in the decedent spouse’s estate.
There is no limitation on the value
of property that can qualify for the
marital deduction. By transferring sufficient assets to the surviving spouse in
the proper manner, estate tax liability
upon the first spouse’s death can be
completely avoided.
At first view, the estate tax marital
deduction may seem to be a government
giveaway. It is not. The advantage afforded is not the total avoidance of estate tax on the transferred property but,
rather, the deferral of such tax. The
marital deduction requires that the
transfer of assets to the surviving spouse
be made in such a way that those assets
are exposed to estate tax liability in the
surviving spouse’s estate.
The obvious advantage of deferring
the estate tax liability is that the surviving spouse will have the use of the tax
dollars that would otherwise have been
paid to satisfy the tax liability of the first
spouse’s estate. The deferral of tax liability also postpones the possible need
to sell off assets that the surviving
spouse might wish to preserve in order
to obtain funds to satisfy the tax liability.

Transfer by Will
A key decision is the selection of
the type of transfer to be made to the
surviving spouse. The simplest form of
transfer that qualifies is the outright
transfer of assets by will. The problem

with such a transfer is that it saddles the
surviving spouse with the responsibility of managing the assets and also
exposes him or her to possible pressures from relatives, creditors, or
charities to transfer the property for
their benefit.

There is no limitation on the
value of property that can qualify for the marital deduction.

Terminable Interest Property (QTIP)
trust. The surviving spouse must receive a lifetime income interest in the
property. No one other than the surviving spouse may have any rights in the
trust assets during the surviving
spouse’s lifetime. The decedent
spouse’s personal representative must
elect QTIP treatment on the estate return. The crucial feature of the QTIP
trust is that the decedent spouse retains
the ability to control the course of ownership of the assets qualifying for the
marital deduction.

Coordination with the
Lifetime Credit
Transfer by Trust
The marital deduction law permits,
with no loss of the deduction, the transfer to the surviving spouse in trust.
There are two basic types of trusts that
have become the standard means for
taking advantage of the deduction
without burdening the surviving
spouse with the problems of outright
ownership of the first spouse’s estate.
The first type of trust is known as a
“ power of appointment trust.” The
property is placed in trust under the
will, giving the surviving spouse a life
interest in the income generated by the
trust and a power to give the assets in
question to anyone, including to himself or herself or to his or her estate.
This power can be restricted so as to be
exercisable by the surviving spouse
only by will and still qualify for the
marital deduction.
The second type of trust, rather than
giving the surviving spouse the power
to ultimately dispose of the assets, permits the decedent spouse to designate
the ultimate recipients of the property
qualifying for the marital deduction.
This trust is known as the Qualified

It has become standard estate planning practice to coordinate the estate tax
marital deduction with the unified credit
against the estate tax. The unified credit
against the federal estate tax allows an
individual to pass a certain amount of
assets free from estate tax liability regardless of the identity of the recipients.
The basic credit is now $5,000,000, adjusted for inflation. For decedents who
died in 2013, the amount is $5,250,000.
For decedents dying in 2014, the
amount is $5,340,000. In a will, the
amount allowed to pass tax-free is normally transferred under what is known
as a “ credit shelter” or “ by-pass” trust.
Then, the transfer under the marital deduction rules is made so as to prevent
the taxation of the remaining assets.
Clearly, in the case of a married
couple owning sufficient assets to
make estate taxation a possibility, estate planning must take into account
the marital deduction rules and the associated tax savings. Given the complex nature of the many rules involved,
you should always seek the guidance
of a qualified attorney for any estate
planning needs.

Actual resolution of legal issues depends upon many factors, including variations of facts and state laws. This newsletter is not
intended to provide legal advice on specific subjects, but rather to provide insight into legal developments and issues. The reader
should always consult with legal counsel before taking action on matters covered by this newsletter.

Homeowners’ Insurance: The Devil Resides in the Details
Reading and understanding all of
the language in a homeowners’ insurance policy are not formalities to be
skipped over while searching for the
signature line. As with any contract,
the fine print can have real and lasting
consequences, and its contents will
control over any contradictory verbal
assurances. Taking the time to understand the terms of their policies might
have headed off bad outcomes for
homeowners in two recent cases.

Business Purposes Exclusion
Joan bought property consisting of a
home, two barns, and other outbuildings. She also purchased a homeowners’ insurance policy that excluded coverage for any nondwelling structure that
was rented out “ unless used solely as a
private garage.” Joan rented the barns
to a commercial marina, which used
them for winter storage of customers’
boats. When one of the barns collapsed
due to snow and ice on its roof, Joan
submitted a claim for loss of the barn.
The insurer denied coverage,
prompting Joan to point out that the
rental exclusion should not apply because the marina was using the barn as
a “ private garage” . However, the insurer won because of a separate exclusion from coverage for any nondwelling “ used in whole or in part for
business purposes.” Joan’s main occupation was as a financial analyst, and
she brought in only a few thousand
dollars by renting out the barn. But all
that was necessary for the business
purposes exclusion to apply was that
the insured regularly engage in the
conduct with an intent to profit.
It was significant for the court that,
by failing to disclose her conduct, Joan
had prevented the insurer from knowing the risks it was insuring. The purpose of a business pursuits exclusion,
after all, is to rule out coverage for a
whole set of risks and liabilities flowing from business activity. It did not
matter that the damage to the barn was
not caused by the boats that were
stored there for profit.

“ Household” Defined
At the heart of another dispute over
homeowners’ insurance coverage was
what turned out to be an erroneous
assumption by the homeowners that
“ residents of your household” meant
any persons living on the same parcel
of land, even if in a different house
from that occupied by the insureds.
Ken and June lived in one house and
their daughter and 10-year-old grandson lived rent-free in another house
that was only 20 feet away and had the
same mailing address. The close-knit
family often shared meals and activities, and Ken and June regularly cared
for their grandson.
When the grandson accidentally

Trust Fund Kids
Continued from page one.
centive to work. The trusts can provide
for the payment of expenses associated
with college, health and financial issues, and can make distributions when
the children have achieved certain life
goals or even match salaries once
they’ve grown and started careers.
Another key is naming a trustee
who will make sure your trust is appropriately administered. “ It should be
someone who understands your values,” says Smolen. In Hoffman’s situation, while his partner may know and
understand what he wanted for the
children, she will still be making those
financial decisions without guidance
or restrictions. Essentially, without a
trust to set parameters, O’Donnell can
do whatever she wants. While there’s
no reason to believe she’ll misspend
the money or deprive the children, life
is unpredictable—she could be hit with
illness, emergencies or even a future
divorce that depletes the funds. Further
depending on what estate planning
O’Donnell does before she dies, the
money could be taxed again, whether
she gives it to the children, charity or
to family and friends.

shot a playmate with a rifle, Ken and
June submitted a claim under their
homeowners’ policy, which covered
“ residents of your household who are
your relatives.” The insurance company succeeded in arguing that it had
no obligation to defend the grandson in
a suit for his friend’s injuries because
he was not a resident of Ken’s and
June’s household.
In legal terminology, a “ household” is a collection of persons living
together as a unit under one roof. The
four individuals in this case probably
constituted a household in many respects and for many purposes, but not
in the context of interpreting the homeowners’ insurance policy.

Smolen points out that trust funds
aren’t just for the very wealthy. They
are useful tools for anyone who will
leave behind an estate and wants some
control over their
legacy. Also, a trust
can help heirs avoid
the delay caused by
having an estate go
through probate,
where all the assets
in the estate are legally accounted for
before distributions Dan Ruttenberg
are made.
A revocable living trust can be altered, updated and even cancelled. By
spelling out your wishes, you can control how and when money passes—and
to whom. Like many others, Philip Seymour Hoffman was legitimately concerned about how their inheritance
would impact his children—but unfortunately, the lesson of his will is that he
did not do all he could have to increase
the positive and minimize the negative
impact of his wealth on his children.
Jason Smolen and Dan Ruttenberg
can assist you with your estate planning
questions and concerns. Please contact
SmolenPlevy at 703-790-1900.

